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ABSTRACT
The primary goal of this analysis is to determine whether the effects
of atomic bound-bound transitions on stellar atmospheric structure can
be represented well in models. The investigation is based on an approach
which we call the method of artificial absorption edges. The method is
described, developed, tested, and applied to the problem of fitting a
model stellar atmosphere to Sirius. It is shown that the main features
of the entire observed spectrum of Sirius can be reproduced to within
the observational uncertainty by a blanketed flux-constant model with
Teff'= 9700°K and Log g = 4.26.
The profile of Hy is reproduced completely within the standard
deviations of the measurements except near line center, where non-LTE
effects are expected to be significant. The equivalent width of Hy , the
Paschen slope, the Balmer jump, and the absolute flux at 5550 A1 all
agree with the observed values. The gravity agrees with that determined
from the orbital parameters of the Sirius A and B system and the observed
angular diameter of Sirius. The angular diameter is also used to trans-
form the emergent flux of the model to a corresponding value at the dis-
tance of the earth, so that comparisons to absolute flux measurements
may be made. Agreement is excellent, although the observational uncer-
tainty becomes large in the ultraviolet, reaching about fifty percent
at its worst.
PREFACE
At the present stage in the development of the theory of stellar
atmospheric structure, the methods available for interpretation of
stellar spectra involve writing down all relevant equations, obtaining
enough relations to form a determinate system, and attempting to solve
for the distributions of all parameters. Because the system is composed
of coupled non-linear differential equations, however, it is not possible
in general to obtain analytic solutions. Therefore, approximation tech-
niques are used to arrive at numerical solutions at selected points in
the atmosphere called 'depths'. The set of physical parameters can be
tabulated at all depths, and fhe complete simulation is called a 'model
atmosphere'. In order to make the models more realistic, the set of
equations must be made more realistic. The work described herein is
an attempt to contribute more realism to model stellar atmospheres.
This is done by providing a general tractable method for including in
the calculations a physical effect which has, until very recently,
either been ignored or treated in a specialized manner: the influence
of the absorption associated with the tens of thousands of spectral
lines due to atoms heavier than helium.
The classical calculation of a model stellar atmosphere (see, e.g.,
Mihalas, 1967) is based on the assumption that a unique solution set
exists whose values satisfy simultaneously all of the differential equa-
tions. The numerical computation is composed of nested iterations which
form a procedure for performing successive approximations, given reason-
able estimates for all necessary starting parameters. The physical
equations, which are themselves approximations, are used in two ways.
They provide a mathematical formalism from which perturbation theory
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can extract algorithms for reducing the parameter inconsistencies.
They also represent the final constraints which the parameter distri-
butions must satisfy. At no time are they solved in the strict
mathematical sense, which requires reducing the system to the form
of algebraic equations. If the numerical procedure converges, the
existence of a solution set is demonstrated. The uniqueness of this
set is normally taken as physically intuitive. Except for restricted
cases, rigorous proof of uniqueness has not been accomplished. Indeed,
even to establish that a system has converged can be extremely diffi-
cult in some cases.
Background material upon which this work depends is covered in
Chapters I and II and in the Appendices. Chapter III describes the
transformation of line opacity spectra into a form which can be used
in a more practical manner in atmosphere calculations. Chapter IV
presents the model fit to Sirius, and the major sources of expected
error are investigated in Chapter V. Finally, Chapter VI summarizes
the analysis.
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NOTATION
Einstein coefficient for spontaneous transition from
level k' to level k (also A. .,11)
c velocity of light (cm/sec)
E.., energy of excitation state k in atom i, ionization state j,
relative to ground state energy of the ion
f. ., oscillator strength for transition k to k' (also f--1.1,1)
F, electromagnetic radiation flux at wavelength A per unit
wavelength interval (erg/cm2/sec/sterad/A)
F electromagnetic radiation flux at frequency v per unit
frequency interval (erg/cm2/sec/sterad/hertz)
g gravity at stellar surface
g.., statistical weight of level k in atom i, ion j
IjK.
K Boltzmann's constant
& mass absorption coefficient due to lines at
frequency v (cm2/gm)
m mass of the electron
e
m. mass of atom number ii
n.., number density of ions of atomic number i in ionization
IJK.
state j and excitation state k; population density
n.. sum of n... over all k; ion number density
n. sum of n over all j; atom number density
N sum of n. over all i; number density of all nuclei
N number density of electrons
Pe pressure due to electrons




u. . partition function of atom number i, ionization state j
X. . n../n. , 'ionization fraction1 or 'Saha fraction'
x Ne/(N - Ne)
Y. ... n. /n.. , 'excitation fraction' or 'Boltzmann fraction'ijk ijk 13
Z mass abundance fraction metals
z physical depth in an atmosphere (cm)
T quantum mechanical radiation damping constant (sec"1)
Y damping constant
e charge of the electron (e.s.u.)
K mass absorption coefficient at frequency v
u cos 8, where 6 is the angle between the outward normal and
the planes of stratification in a plane-parallel atmosphere;
also the mean molecular weight of a plasma (a.m.u.)
v. abundance fraction by number of atom number i
(v) the set of all v.
p plasma density (gm/cm3)
T optical depth at frequency v
T optical depth at frequency VQ (standard frequency)
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1. The Line Opacity Problem
The interaction of electromagnetic radiation and matter is a funda-
mental consideration in calculating model stellar atmospheres. The
physical parameter which describes how matter absorbs or scatters photons
is called opacity, and the sources of opacity in a stellar atmosphere
are numerous. Recent improvements in theory and computing facilities
have led to the point where most known opacity sources can be reasonably
well included in models. Generally available algorithms exist for most
important sources of continuous opacity, i.e., opacity which influences
photons whose energy lies in certain large continuous ranges. Such
opacity results, for instance, when an electron absorbs electromagnetic
energy in a transition whose upper state is in the continuum of free
states. The effects of some selected atomic bound-bound transitions
are also well known. These transitions are generally associated with
photons whose energy falls in ranges several orders of magnitude smaller
than those of continuous absorbers. Since absorption lines occur in
great abundance in most stellar spectra, the opacity spectrum arising
from them is extremely difficult to represent mathematically. For
normal stars of roughly solar chemical composition, the line opacity
can easily fluctuate ten times by six orders of magnitude within an
interval of only one Angstrom, for example. The structurally important
spectral lines span a wavelength range on th'e order of 10 A, with effec-
tively random positions. Since the process of computing model stellar
atmospheres requires calculating the radiation field parameters at each
depth at several frequencies between each opacity extremum, the number
of frequency points necessary for inclusion of all known lines is about
105. The time required to perform one full iteration on the computer
scales essentially linearly with the number of frequency points. Con-
tinuum-only models generally use ten to one hundred frequency points.
The detailed handling of the atomic lines turns out to be completely
precluded by present computer limitations. On the other hand, the cumu-
lative effect of all lines can be reasonably expected to be significant
for most stars. In Chapter IV it will be shown that this expectation
is well-founded for dwarf A stars.
Hydrogen lines are often the most important because of the domina-
tion of that element in the general cosmic abundance distribution of
chemical species. These lines have special broadening considerations
also, and so they require special handling. Studies of their influence
(see, e.g., Peterson, (1969)) have shown that they can contribute signi-
ficantly to the determination of the atmosphere's equilibrium structure.
Some other strong lines have been treated also, but the great majority
of metal lines have never been explicitly included except in certain
special cases.
It is the purpose of the present work to implement an idea for
converting small segments of the line opacity spectrum into the form of
equivalent artificial absorption edges (see, e.g., the review article
by Mihalas, 1967). The complete blended line opacity spectrum can be
represented as a series of such edges which spans the same wavelength
range as the lines. Then the edge spectrum can be expressed in terms
of a greatly reduced set of frequency points (here, 312), which brings
the problem into the range of computer applicability. The only constraint
on the artificial edge spectrum is that it must closely reproduce all
the same effects on the model atmosphere structure as the detailed line
opacity spectrum. Once the structure is correct, the emergent spectrum
can be calculated in detail with ordinary methods.
Several theoretical checks can be made to test the validity of this
approach. These will be described in Chapter V. In addition, the
manner in which the artificial edges are constructed can be used to give
strong intuitive justification for expecting the edges to conserve all
the desired effects to sufficient accuracy. This justification is given
as follows for the case wherein the edges interact only with an incident
continuum radiation field. In reality, the line opacity interacts with
radiation whose spectral distribution is determined by the line opacity
at other depths, but this complication is left to Chapter V where it
will be dealt with in detail. For now we consider the simpler problem.
In this case the effect of moving the central wavelength X of a
line can be kept insignificant by moving it only so far .that the inci-
dent continuum radiation at the line's new position varies negligibly
in intensity from that at the line's natural central wavelength. In
practice, consideration of the wavelength dependence of the continuous
opacities and the Planck function indicates that lines may be moved by
about 100 & between continuum discontinuities. Therefore, the regions
between discontinuities should be divisible into intervals of about 100 A
width, within which the lines may be re-ordered in any fashion. The
manner in which the lines are re-ordered in this work is described in
detail in Chapter III. A brief description of the process will suffice
for present purposes.
The edges generated for this application of the method were ob-
tained by subdividing the blended line opacity spectrum within each
interval into increments several times smaller than the narrowest lines;
these increments were then sorted in the interval to form a sequence
ascending to the red. By choosing continuum opacity discontinuities as
interval boundaries wherever possible, we insure that no line will be
shifted across such discontinuities, and the total number of frequency
points is kept to a minimum.
Blended line opacity spectra were calculated for a grid of electron
pressures and temperatures, so that the dependence of the artificial
edges on these variables could be studied and represented. Adding a
velocity field, magnetic field, or radiation field dependence would
have multiplied the size of the calculations beyond reason. Therefore,
we neglect exotic e'ffects, and make the assumption that the lines are
formed in local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). Molecule formation
was not included in the dissociation equilibrium, and no molecular
opacity is included. Helium lines are also not included because, like
molecular effects, they do not appear to be important in the temperature-
pressure range where our other assumptions are expected to be valid.
Hydrogen lines are included by calculating Stark-broadened profiles for
Lyman a through I^Q and Ha through H^Q. An additional fourteen Paschen
lines were included among the 28748 metal lines (see Appendix C).
The chemical composition of the stellar material was taken to be
the set of cosmic abundances quoted by Allen (1964, see Appendix C).
These abundances were used for several reasons. Firstly, since our pur-
pose involves developing as general a blanketing method as possible, we
need a basic set of abundances that is likely to be reasonable when
applied to a variety of cases. Secondly, we need a fairly exhaustive
list, because we wish to be able to include any known lines from any
atomic species. This is because we expect the influence of thousands
of weak lines to be significant. With a little interpolating for some
of the heaviest elements, a list of the abundances of the first ninety
atomic species can be obtained from Allen's compilation. Finally, these
abundances are not drastically different from most others in current use,
considering the uncertainties inherent in abundance analyses and the
variation of different findings. Thus Allen's cosmic abundances
appear to be the most useful at this stage. Applicability of the blan-
keting treatment to some other chemical compositions is discussed in
section 5 below.
2. Use of the Artificial Edges
As stated in Chapter V, an arbitrary wavelength XQ is chosen as a
standard reference at which the hydrostatic equilibrium equation is
integrated. This is done because the pressure is treated as a function
of optical depth in the computer program which was used to generate the
models used in this investigation. This program is described briefly
in 'Appendix B.
When the artificial absorption edges are included in the model,
the standard wavelength should be one at which the line absorption may
be considered negligible. The reason for this is that at the reference
wavelength the stellar material should be as transparent as possible so
that the truncated integration of the hydrostatic equilibrium equation
proceeds to a greater physical depth than at any other wavelength.
This permits the physical properties of the atmosphere to be obtained
without extrapolation for all other useful optical depth scales. For
most stellar atmospheres it is possible to find a wavelength where the
continuum opacity is minimized and the line opacity is negligible. Here
the standard wavelength is chosen as 4040 A unless otherwise noted. The
blanketing opacity is simply set to zero when the hydrostatic equilibrium
equation is integrated. Otherwise the artificial edges are treated as
any other opacity contributor.
3. Previous Treatments of the Blanketing Problem
Early work on the influence of absorption lines on stellar atmos-
pheric structure showed that lines tend generally to warm the deeper
layers, cool the boundary, and depress the flux spectrum which emerges
from the atmosphere. Here we refer to layers as distributed in optical
depth. In Chapter V a different interpretation of the line opacity in-
fluence is given. The tendency of lines to keep the heat inside the
atmosphere was given the name blanketing. The warming of lower depths
was called 'backwarming1, and the reduction of the flux at line wave-
lengths was called 'blocking'. Much of this work was done by
Chandrasekhar (1935), who devised the 'picket fence1 method. He repre-
sented the line opacity spectrum by a series of step functions of con- .
stant amplitude whose spacing and magnitude were determined from statis-
tical considerations. This method revealed most of the known blanketing
effects.
Modifications of this-approach followed, notably the work of Labs
(1951), who allowed more variation of amplitude and spacing for the
step functions. This provided some distinction between line cores and
wings, and the step functions were adjusted to allow a temperature-pres-
sure dependence. Labs' method has been used by Bo'hm (1954), and more
recently by Fischel (1964), Bdhm-Vitense (1969), and Carbon and Gingerich
(1969), to name only a few. These works contain references to most of
the older work.
The step functions used by Labs could perhaps be considered the
first use of artificial edges, but the detailed re-sorting of segments
of line opacity into edges was first used by Strom arid Kurucz (1966).
These authors developed a method which is similar in many respects to
the method presented here. Some of the restrictions inherent in their
work have been removed in this treatment, however. For instance, their
edges must be recalculated if the sources of continuous opacity are
changed. They also used different approximations in the broadening
mechanisms they employed.
There is another approach to the general blanketing problem which
must be mentioned, although it is too different from the edge method to
be described in detail. This is the purely statistical approach,
wherein the line opacity is sampled at random wavelengths for an increas-
ing number of sample points. The line opacity is interpolated between
these points, and their number is held constant after it is determined
that further increase produces no further change in the model. This
method has been applied to the sun by Peytremann (1971) , who found the
required number of frequency points to be on the order of 300. This is
about the same as the number used here.
4. Generalization of the Artificial Edge Method
The blanketing method described in this paper contains a number of
generalizations compared to previous treatments, but clearly no claim
to complete generality can be made. The method was devised for use in
a highly flexible stellar atmosphere computer program (see Appendix B),
and so it was necessary to make it compatible with various combinations
of continuous opacities. This meant calculating the detailed line
opacity spectrum for some temperature-pressure-wavelength regions where
it is usually negligible compared to the continuum. Lower cutoffs for
neglecting the opacity of a given line were chosen relative to the line's
central opacity. Other selection criteria are described in Chapter II.
Classical radiation damping was not used because it is independent
of the atomic constants of the line, and is totally independent of the
properties of the atmosphere. Instead radiation damping is represented
by ten times the Einstein A coefficient for the transition multiplied
by the statistical weight of the lower level. This approximation
favors transitions with large A coefficients, as the quantum mechanical
damping constant does (equation II-3). The statistical weight tends to
increase with the square of the principal quantum number for excited
states. This is used to mimic the increase in the number of terms which
contribute to the sum in the quantum mechanical definition, although it
is usually somewhat high for resonance lines. The factor of ten used
here yields an average result of the order of the classical damping
constant.
The inclusion of van der Waals damping provides the possibility of
a more realistic temperature-pressure dependence in the total damping
constant for lines involving a. level near the ionization limit. In
practice, in the range used here, the van der Waals damping constant
for most lines was negligible compared to the radiation damping con-
stant. This is because the neutral hydrogen density was too.low to
provide enough perturbers.
No fewer than the nearest five lines on either side of a sample
point were included in the blend, and up to 250 lines on each side were
made available. In the most heavily blended regions encountered, a
maximum of 130 contributing lines was found.
Twenty detailed line opacity spectra were generated to fill a grid
of five temperatures and four electron pressures. Details are included
in Chapter II. All calculations were performed on the IBM 360/91
computer at Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. About
four and one half minutes were required to calculate the blend from
O o O
223 A to 10533 A. In practice, no line opacity beyond 8375 A was used
in the blanketed models. This meant keeping one wavelength interval
to the red of that ending on the Paschen limit, where the line opacity
was negligible. The ionization equilibrium calculation was done for
elements one through ninety, with up to six ionization stages each.
This approach was guided by generosity, and permitted the inclusion of
line data from any such ion. It also simplified several computer arrays,
and each T-Pe case required only two tenths of a second to compute.
Partition functions were calculated by the method of Fischel and
Sparks (1971).
The artificial edges are interesting phenomena in themselves, and
some discussion of them is given later. The variation of the shapes
and sizes of the edges as temperature and electron pressure are changed
can be visualized easily, whereas the variation of the detailed lines
is usually too complex to see. Thus the edges neatly summarize the
lines in behavior, the patterns of which are described in Chapters
III and V.
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5. Applicability of the Present Method
All lines were assumed to be formed in pure absorption, and are
corrected for stimulated emission. Non-LTE effects were neglected for
several reasons. Most of the. rate coefficients necessary for such a
calculation are unknown. The situation is worse for collisional than
radiative rates, the latter being available wherever oscillator strengths
(see Chapter II) are available. However, the excitation equilibrium
calculation requires radiative rate coefficients for transitions between
all existing levels of a given ion. The data at hand do not permit this
calculation to be made. Neglecting some levels in non-LTE calculations
has been known to generate spurious effects (Auer, 1971, private communi-
cation). It is apparent in the blending of the line opacity spectrum
that transfer effects in most lines are coupled to those of other lines,
and a true non-LTE treatment would have to include this coupling. This
would multiply an immense calculation to an incredible size. Hence a
non-LTE treatment seems distant, and is probably unnecessary anyway for
present accuracy in the range of spectral types considered .here, since
the LTE results can be expected to hold reasonably well everywhere ex-
cept possibly very near the boundary of the atmosphere. This assumption
is based on the behavior of the hydrogen lines, which are the best
studied. There is no reason to anticipate that non-LTE effects in metal
lines should be radically different from those in the hydrogen lines,
and there is no better estimate available. Whereas non-LTE must be in-
cluded in any fine analysis of the hydrogen lines, it appears that the
atmospheric structure is essentially independent of these effects. The
amount of flux affected by non-LTE mechanisms is simply too small to be
significant, and an LTE description suffices. Moreover, since non-LTE
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deviations may increase or decrease the opacity of different lines, it
is not clear that the net statistical impact of non-LTE effects will be
significant even if many lines are controlled by them. The point
should be checked by further investigation where possible, however.
Some work has been done along these lines by Mihalas and Luebke
(1971) which tends to support these suppositions. These authors inves-
tigated the behavior of a picket fence opacity with scattering in addi-
tion to absorption. The pickets had the character of artificial
two-level atomic opacities. This simplification made the problem
tractable, and probably encouraged the appearance of non-LTE effects.
They found that the blocking and backwarming were only weak functions
of the ratio of scattering to absorption, but that the boundary tempera-
ture was sensitive to the scattering. This in itself raises no problems
for us, however, and the available evidence indicates that non-LTE
effects will have no structural significance for the types of atmospheres
considered here.
Since molecular dissociative equilibrium and opacity were not in-
cluded, the blanketing opacity derived here will not apply well to
stellar atmospheres in which molecules are important. Hence stars later
than early G fall outside the validity range of this particular applica-
tion of the edge method. To apply this version to a later star would
be an erroneous description of the opacity spectrum. Serious error
could be expected, because the shape of the opacity spectrum determines
the distribution of the structural parameters over optical depth.
Stars of spectral type earlier than about late B also fall outside
the validity range for the following reasons. The LTE ionization and
excitation theory is expected to. lose its applicability because the
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conditions in the atmosphere do not seem to permit collisions to control
the populations of the atomic states. Also, helium lines would have
to be included. This could be done easily enough by treating helium
lines in the same manner as the hydrogen lines, which is described in
the next chapter. This is not necessary for our purpose, however, and
was not done. Finally, the line opacity to the blue'of about 2000 A is
not well determined because of the scarcity of line data. The opacity
in that region is important for the hotter stars because their continu-
ous spectra have maxima there. This point is discussed further in
Chapters III, IV, and V.
Independence from a choice of chemical abundances cannot be ob-
tained if the line opacity is pre-calculated, as it must be in this
approach. Because of the time required to compute the blend and con-
vert it into artificial edges, the procedure cannot yet be included as
part of an atmosphere calculation. A certain amount of variation in
relative metal abundances might be washed out fortuitously in the sta-
tistics, but without a definite investigation of this question, blind
application of the edges to different mixes appears ill-advised. The
line opacity spectrum of an element of plasma at a particular tempera-
ture and electron pressure depends upon many conditions; among these
are the identities of the atoms which are responsible for the collisional
broadening of all lines, and those which determine the density of the
stellar material. Both of these are determined by the chemical composi-
tion.
For mixtures which have relative metal abundances equal to Allen's
cosmic relative abundances (leaving the hydrogen and helium abundances
free to fill out the total normalized composition fractions), the
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opacity calculated from the standard abundances can be suitably scaled
to give a good approximation of the correct opacity. The only error
that arises is in the density of neutral perturbers. As shown in Chap-
ter II, the opacity of an absorption line depends on the number density
of absorbers n^.^, the density of the plasma p, and the broadening func-
tion for the line f, . At fixed temperature and electron pressure, only




where Si is the line opacity at frequency V. Neglecting the dependence
of f, on chemical composition,
~
 n
'J* - Nv;X.j YJJK - ViX.-j Yj*
7 " (I"2>
where X.-^ = n-H/ni> ^iik = niik/nii ' an<^ ^o ^s t'ie mean molecular
weight when there is no ionization. But X. . and Y. .^ are fixed for
given T and Pe through the Saha and Boltzmann equations, so that
(1-3)
If the metal abundance fractions are all multiplied by the same










Therefore, the opacity as calculated for cosmic abundances can b'e scaled
by the factor $ yo m /yQ to obtain the corresponding opacity for the
new composition. As the metal abundances are scaled upwards, however,
i
the density of neutral perturbers drops. This is because hydrogen is
harder to ionize than the average metal atom, and the upward scaling
makes the plasma easier to ionize. A smaller atom density can supply
the electron density required by the given T and P , and so both the
neutral and ionized atom densities drop at constant T and P& as the
plasma is made easier to ionize. Thus the scaling of the opacity as
done above overestimates the van der Waals damping. This error is negli-
gible in our case because of the relative unimportance of the
van der Waals damping constant. Broadening by charged perturbers is not
subject to this type of error because the opacity is treated as a func-
tion of T and Pe, and hence Ne>
Many investigations are concerned only with hydrogen-to-metals
ratios, and relative metal abundances are not varied. For such cases
the scaling method can be very useful. Extensive molecule formation,
however, would alter the free-atom abundances in a manner unlike the
scaling, and such cases must be treated specially. Other problems also
arise when molecules become important, since atmospheres around type G or
later are involved, and it is necessary to consider convection in the
atmosphere calculation.
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The work described herein makes little use of the scaling feature,
because it was not needed in obtaining the basic model of Sirius. In
Chapter V it is used in one instance where some evidence is presented
to demonstrate that the mere inclusion of metal line blanketing produces
an impact on the model atmosphere which overshadows the importance of
order-of-magnitude variations of the metal abundance. This is true at
least for spectral types near AO V, and suggests in itself that minor
changes in some abundances will not seriously alter the final stellar
structure. These conclusions can be checked by generating the blanket-
ing opacity spectra for different mixes, and" while this approach will
doubtless be pursued later, it lies beyond the present scope.
CHAPTER II
THE BLENDED LINE OPACITY SPECTRUM
1. The Opacity of a Single Absorption Line
The formulation of the mathematical description of the opacity of
a single atomic transition as a function of temperature, pressure, and
wavelength is presented in practically every modern textbook on astro-
physics, and will not be reproduced here. Instead we shall simply em-
ploy the result, whose derivation can be found, for instance, in Aller
(1963). In deriving the formula, the standard approach is to treat the
electron which undergoes the transition as a classical oscillator, apply
electromagnetic theory to derive the susceptibility (hence dielectric
constant) of the system, and finally to use. the dielectric constant to
obtain the absorption coefficient as a function of frequency and the
atomic constants. Then the expression is interpreted in the light of
the rigorous quantum mechanical derivation, and found to be identical
if two quantities are re-defined. These are the damping constant and
the 'effective number of oscillators'. Here the only damping mechanism
we consider is radiation damping. In the next section others are dis-
cussed.








The Einstein A coefficients and other line parameters must be obtained
from tables for each line absorption coefficient calculated with these
formulae.
2. Other Contributions to the Damping
Besides the natural broadening of a line resulting from the radi-
ation damping described in equation (11-3), other physical processes
can enhance the range over which the line absorber interacts with the
radiation field. For example, the effect of electric fields local to
the atom's vicinity is to distort the energy levels from those which
exist in an isolated environment. The statistical effect of fluctuating
microscopic fields due to ions and electrons which pass near the atom
in the chaos is seen in the Stark broadening of the hydrogen lines.
Similarly, atomic energy levels can be distorted by van der Waals forces
exerted by a neutral perturber. The motion of the absorber also
influences the central line wavelength by the Doppler effect, and so an
ensemble of randomly moving absorbers will interact with the radiation
field over a greater range than an equal number of static absorbers.
This is not a damping effect, but since it results in a broadened line,
it is included here. Stark broadening is important in the hydrogen
lines, but the metal lines are broadened primarily by other forms of
collisional broadening. Since our main concern is the metal lines,
Stark broadening will not be discussed here. In the models described
in Chapter IV, the Griem (1964) theory of Stark broadening is employed
for the hydrogen Lyman and Balmer lines, insofar as structural effects
are concerned.
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Each mechanism which produces a distortion of atomic energy levels
contributes to the total broadening, which is the convolution of the
different damping profiles. These profiles have a Lorentzian distribu-
tion, and so a total damping constant can be defined which is 'just the
sum of the separate damping constants. This is a general property of
the convolution integrals of Lorentzian- profiles (see, for example,
Woolley and Stibbs, 1953, p. 110 ff.).
Doppler Broadening is treated by assuming that the velocity dis-
tribution of the atoms is Maxwellian, so that integrals over velocity
can be performed. The convolution of the damping with the Doppler
broadening is the Voigt function H(a,u), where (see Hummer, 1965)
- a <«-«>
-«0







and m is the mass of the absorbing atom, and v is the microturbulent
velocity in the plasma element. Microturbulence is a controversial
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concept when applied to stellar atmospheres. Here its effect is only
to provide a minimum Doppler width, and the value assigned throughout
is v2 = 2.5 x 10 cm2/sec2. Several checks in small ultraviolet and
the visible bands showed variations in the emergent flux of less than
0.1% as the microturbulence was varied from v2 = 0 to 2.5 x 10** .
3. Outline of the Calculation Procedure
The line opacity at a given frequency v is the sum of all lines'
contributions at that frequency, or
where N is the n^ .^  for the mtn line in the set of n lines, and the
subscript 'mf has been attached to aQ, a_, and u to indicate those quan-
tities defined in equations (II-6) , (II-7) , and (II-8) evaluated for
the m line. The blended line opacity spectrum can be generated as a
set of (£v, X) pairs by evaluating (11-10) at a sufficiently complete
set of wavelengths. This set must contain all wavelengths where the
line opacity spectrum has extrema, and preferably a few points in
between for all but the narrowest lines.
In this investigation the densest part of the spectrum, about
o o
2500 A to 5000 A, has an average wavelength separation between adjacent
line centers of about 0.08 A. Naturally the sum in equation (11-10) is
not taken over all lines at each wavelength sample point in practice,
because the contribution of all but the nearest lines is negligible.
The limits on the sum, 1 and n, are replaced by new limits, m^ and m2 >
which are chosen so that all significant contributors are included with-
out wasting time in computing contributions from lines whose strength
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does not make up for their distance from the sample point. The table
of line parameters (e.g., f, A , F, etc.; sources are given in Appen-
dix C) is kept in wavelength order so that lines whose contributions
are important will lie within one segment of the total sequence. This
segment is the one bounded by lines m. and m?. The rules for defining
mj and nu for a given sample point are given in the next section.
The set of wavelength sample points was generated in the following
way. The first point was taken at the center of the first line, A222.791
of C IV. After summing contributions to the blend here, the sample point
t
value was incremented according to Ai+ = A.^ + AA^ , where AA. was chosen
either to be the distance from A. to the center of the next line to the
O
red or 0.1 A, whichever was smaller. One final restriction was imposed:
at least one sample point was taken between any two adjacent line centers.
In covering the blend from 222.791 A to 10533 A, a total of 119400 sample
points was generated, or one every 0.086 A on the average. In practice,
no data to the red of 8375 A" was employed in generating artificial edges.
4. Selecting the Significant Contributors
A variety of approaches is available for selecting contributors to
the sum in equation (11-10) efficiently. For instance, a line may be
included if its central wavelength falls within an arbitrarily specified
distance from the sample point. Alternatively, its central wavelength
may be required to lie within a given number of Doppler widths from the
sample point. Another method is simply to include contributions from
some total of nearest lines, for instance the nearest twenty-five lines.
Finally, a line may be included if at the sample point it retains a
certain percentage of its central opacity. These and other criteria can
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be used in combination, and all of them suffer drawbacks in certain
uncooperative situations. As a general rule it is necessary to include
many marginal cases to be certain that all the important contributions
have been obtained. The selection rules used herein were:
a. if a line fell within 10 A of the sample point, it was labelled a
candidate (this permitted metal lines to have widths up to 20 A, if
9 °
so inclined; the widest noted were on the order of 5 A to 10 A);
b. each candidate was examined to see if its' opacity at the sample
point could be guaranteed to be less than a minimum acceptable
fraction of its central opacity; if so,v its contribution was not
calculated; otherwise, it was included in the sum (the strength-
dependent acceptance criterion is described below);
c. if the line was one of the five closest on either side of the sam-
ple point, it was included regardless of conditions 'a1 and 'b'.
Conditions 'a1 and 'c' resulted in a minimum of ten contributors and,
in practice, a maximum of 130 candidates over the set of sample points.
The prediction involved in 'b' is based on the behavior of the Voigt and
Lorentz distribution functions, and is much faster to perform than the
actual calculation of the contribution. The Lorentz distribution is
For ja > 10~5, the Voigt and Lorentzian functions are essentially equal
for u > 5. For such lines, the Lorentzian represents a faster method
for calculating the line's wing contribution than the Voigt function,
because the latter is an integral function. Therefore, we can select
the cutoff point for any line's contribution to the blend by specifying
a critical value for u, notated uc, at which the Lorentzian has dropped
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by an arbitrary factor from L(a,0). For the types of atmospheres we
are considering, all but the weakest lines have a_ values greater than
10" 3, and when their Lorentzian has dropped to 10~6 of its central value,
the Voigt function has dropped to about 10"1* of its central value. For
a minority of lines a_ is less than 10 , so that the Lorentzian has a
sharp peak at u = 0, and the approximation does not apply well. The
sample point selection procedure automatically includes such lines ade-
quately, however, because lines with the smallest ^ values tend to be
the weakest. This is due to the fact that a_ contains the total damping
constant, which contains the Einstein A coefficient, and this is pro-
portional to the oscillator strength.
The equation defining the critical number of Doppler widths for
inclusion in the blend is therefore taken to be
Since L(a,0) = 1/ira,
a _JL
Solving for UG yields
3
ut ~lo a.
Using uc = AAC/AAD and AAD = A^Av /c,
* /•>* r1 *\* 1
^^ * ~4-TcZv "T2"^ '0 S T^ 7 ' (n-15)
For wavelengths in A, this becomes
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Thus a line with central wavelength XQ must be included in the blend at
wavelength X if
This guarantees that any strong line will be included as long as its
contribution is at least 10~6 of its central opacity, and intermediate
lines will be included if they can contribute a larger fraction which
is determined by their strength.
5. Order of the Calculation
The procedure outlined above was used £o generate twenty blended
line opacity spectra. In order to save computer time and to avoid
duplication of calculations, the complete project was arranged in the
form of a system of programs, each of which could be run separately with
intermediate results stored on magnetic tape. Some of the programs
dealt with calculations at a specific temperature and electron pressure,
and others were involved with calculations relevant to all twenty T-P£
grid points. This approach allowed the separation of the total calcula-
tion into temperature-dependent, electron pressure-dependent, and
wavelength-dependent sections. The twenty T-Pe grid points were formed
by all combinations of the five temperatures, 6000°, 8000°, 11000°,
17500°, and 50000°K, and the four electron pressures 3, 30, 300, and
10000 dyne/cm2. These values were chosen with the atmospheres of
dwarf A stars in mind.
The complete system can be arranged in four phases:
A. Preparation of the line data (P -independent)
B. lonization equilibrium (A-independent)
C. Central absorption coefficients (merge of A and B)
D. Blended line opacity spectra.
These four phases will be considered separately in sections six through
nine below.
The expression for X, in equation (II-5) is written as the product
of three functions:
tv = $.-j (T. P«
Because van der Waals damping was included, the Voigt function H(a,u)
is an implicit function of pressure as well as wavelength and tempera-
ture, although in our case the dependence is negligible. The $ and @
functions are defined by the equations
HI w l~ •» *• 1/-~y- Nv.-X.j VK g —•
,j(T, Pe) = u;.
iJK t?JK Xo;,K (II-20)
where the oscillator strength f - j - j i , is understood to mean f-j^v' > i.e.,
the oscillator strength for the transition from level k to level k1,
and E^.^ is the excitation energy of the lower level. This representa-
tion is derived as follows:
O 1 i ^ * ' /TT CN(II- 5)
' - H.-J
The Boltzmann distribution of populations over excitation states gives
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The factor n^N is the abundance fraction v.^ , so (11-21) becomes
(11-24)








so equation (II-6) becomes
V'i^ Ti'iK
Therefore, equation (II-5) becomes
(11-27)
which, with the definitions (11-19) and (11-20), becomes equation
(11-18).
6. Preparation of the Line Data
Values of A-. .. , g. .. , f. .. , A. .. ,. , (i,j) , E. .. , and E. .. , were
°ijk - ijk ijk ijk k' *J ' ijk' ijk
obtained (see Appendix C) for 28748 metal absorption lines, where (i,j)
denotes the atomic number and ionization state of the absorber. These
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sets of line parameters were ordered in increasing A , and the function
was calculated for every line at all five temperatures and saved
on tape. The radiation damping constant was approximated by
(11-28)
and stored separately on tape. The van der Waals damping constant (see,
e.g., Allen, 1964) is
(11-29)
where N = n,,, the number density of neutral hydrogen attorns. These
n. •*••*•
were the only neutral perturbers considered. The most probable velocity
of a perturber with respect to the absorber, v, is given by
f, —I '
) (11-30)
for a Maxwellian velocity distribution. C, is a line constant approxi-
mated by the formula
(11-31)
where Xj j is the ionization potential of the ion which produces the
line. With the definition
— _, ^/f &$
L0 = If H V (H-32)
FV can be written
rv = r. N,>y — J.0 »'H (11-33)
TQ is calculated in phase A and also stored on tape. The work of
Hammond (1969, private communication), Burgess and Grindlay (1970), and
Fullerton and Cowley (1970) indicates that Ty given in this way is prob-
ably between two and four times too small for densities appropriate to
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stellar atmospheres; therefore, F was arbitrarily multiplied by three
throughout. Even so this damping constant was usually negligible com-
pared to the radiation damping constant.
7. lonization Equilibrium
The equations of ionization equilibrium are discussed in the
author's review article (1970), and need not be repeated here. In this
phase, the function 4>. .(T,Pe) defined in equation '(11-19) was calcu-
lated at all T-Pe grid points for all i and j and saved on magnetic
tape. The neutral hydrogen density was also calculated and saved for
use in Phase D when the van der Waals damping constant is computed.
8. Central Absorption Coefficients
The stored values of $. . and @. ., were multiplied in a synchro-1J ijK
nized fashion in this phase to produce twenty sets of 28748 central ab-
sorption coefficients. The output data sets were stored on magnetic
tape. The total production running time up to this point was ten min-
utes on the 360/91.
9. Blended Line Opacity Spectra
The sets of central absorption coefficients were used with the
broadening calculations in this phase to produce twenty sets of (^ v, A)
pairs, which described the line opacity spectra. The following proce-
dure was applied to each T-P£ case. The parameters for the first 500
lines were read into the program, and the total damping constant was
calculated for each. The sample wavelengths were generated as described
in section 3 above. AA. defined in equation (11-16) was also calculated
for each line. The blend was calculated at successive sample points
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until the wavelength passed the center of the 250^ line. From then on,
whenever the sample wavelength passed over a line center, the bluest
line in the program array was replaced with the next line in the input
data set. In this way, the line parameter array underwent continuous
updating at a safe distance from the sample wavelength. The nearest
250 lines on both sides of the sample point were always available for
o
inclusion. When the sample point passed 10533 A, the calculation ended
with 119400 (&.., A) pairs. Each blend required about four and one half
minutes computing time in this phase.
10. The Hydrogen Lyman and Balmer Lines
The wavelength quadrature points which were used to approximate
integrals over frequency are listed in Appendix C. These points were
chosen to coincide with continuum opacity discontinuities of hydrogen
and helium whenever possible, and otherwise to coincide with the avail-
able spectral features of interest. In some cases, arbitrary points
were selected to keep the size of the edges near 100 A in width. It
was not possible to select quadrature points which would provide a
good implicit representation of the hydrogen lines. To remedy this, the
hydrogen Lyman and Balmer lines were also cast into the form of artifi-
cial edges with the same heads as the metal edges. An alternate ap-
proach would have been to include the hydrogen lines in the blend with
the metal lines. This would have eliminated the freedom to alter the
metal abundance, however, by the scaling method of Chapter I, section 5.
The hydrogen artificial edges were generated in a manner identical to
that of the metal artificial edges, except only La through L^Q and Ha
through H.0 were used in the blend, and the Stark broadening theory of
Griem (1964) was employed.
CHAPTER III
THE ARTIFICIAL ABSORPTION EDGES
1. Calculation of the Artificial Absorption Edges
The twenty sets of (£v, X) pairs which represent the line opacity
spectra were converted into twenty similar sets describing the artifi-
cial edge spectrum by application of the approach discussed in Chapter I.
Each T-Pe case was treated identically, so the description here will be
limited to one case. In the subsequent sections the variation of typical
edges with T and Pe is described, and special handling of the ultraviolet
region, where line data are particularly scarce. The inclusion of the
edge opacity in a stellar atmosphere calculation is discussed in the
last section.
For a given T and P£, the line opacity spectrum was obtained from
the results in the previous chapter. The blend is then divided into
75 regions, each ending on one of the wavelength limits (i.e., artifi-
cial heads) listed in Appendix C. To the red of 8375 A, the edge
opacity is neglected because the line opacity is negligible compared to
the continuum for all T and Pe used here. The line opacity of each such
region is converted into one artificial edge, which results in a total
of 75 edges. Each edge replaces a section of the blend, and is designed
to produce the same transfer effects. In particular we desire the at-
mosphere to have the same.flux, mean intensity, and flux derivative in-
dependent of whether the detailed blend or artificial edges are used in
solving the transfer equation. A test on this is described in Chapter V.
In order to form the edge from its segment of the blended line
opacity spectrum, the blend must be subdivided into small slices and
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sorted into a sequence which ascends toward the red within the interval.
Each blend sample was assigned a width in trapezoidal fashion, i.e.,
This width definition guarantees appropriate influence to each sample,
and also that the integrated area under the blend will be the same as
that under the edge. Thus the (&v, X) pairs which describe the blend
are in one-to-one correspondence with the (&v, X) pairs which describe
the edges.
2. Regions of Scant Data
In Figure III. 2-1 a well-established edge is plotted along with its
corresponding blend. The shape and behavior of such edges is statis-
tically well-behaved and intuitively plausible. In the far ultraviolet,
on the other hand, the line data are extremely scarce. This lack of
data, depicted in Figure III. 2-2, results in very crudely-shaped and
ill-behaved edges which do not appear to be a sufficiently good repre-
sentation to elicit confidence. The systematic resemblance among the
o
visible edges disappears abruptly at 2000 A, where the line data thin
out rather sudenly toward the blue. This suggests that if all the
missing lines could have been included, the UV edges probably would
have shared in the resemblance pattern. This supposition is the basis
for the arbitrary re-shaping of the UV edges which is described in the
following paragraphs. The situation in the red is acceptable, because
although the lines are less crowded, the edges there retain the same
basic shape and behavior of the visible edges.
There are three methods for employing the data in the UV. Firstly,
the line opacity there could be neglected. This would be unwise,
31
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however, because it would leave an opacity hole through which flux could
escape when in reality it should have been radiated at different wave-
lengths. Secondly, the UV edges could be used as they stand. This also
is rejected, because there is no similarity from one edge to the next,
which is intuitively unacceptable. Furthermore, the UV edge deficiencies
obviously stem from the paucity of data, and any reasonable arbitrary
guess for the edge shapes and sizes would seem superior as a representa-
tion of the UV line opacity. Therefore, the third method must be chosen,
namely to attempt to estimate the UV edges from the data which are avail-
able in the UV and from the properties of ttie well-determined edges.
The danger in doing this is that the end result will be an overestimate.
It is essential to see that this does not happen, even at the risk of
underestimating the UV edges. Because we are forced to apply this fix-up,
we must accept that the detailed structure of the UV emergent flux will
not carry reliable information, and we look to the grosser flux distribu-
tion in the UV as the only meaningful quantity. If the amount of blan-
keting is approximately correct, then the visible spectral features
should be about right. An investigation covering these points is de-
scribed in Chapter V.
The following guidelines were observed in the UV re-shaping:
a. if the interval contained any strong lines, these defined the red
end of the edge;
b. if there were no strong lines, then an average maximum opacity of
the nearest well-determined edges defined the red end;
c. once the red end of the new edge was fixed, an average shape of
unit width and unit maximum opacity was applied to fill out the
rest of the edge; this average shape was also determined from the
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nearest well-established edges;
d. if the new edge fell below the old one at any point, then the red
end of the new edge was moved up until this was no longer the case,
keeping the same average shape;
e. if the effect of 'd1 was to raise the red end to conspicuous promi-
nence, it was set back again, and the edge shape similarity was
sacrificed in.order to avoid overestimation.
In practice, the entire edge was not treated in this manner; only
the edge opacity at the quadrature points was actually adjusted.
3. Behavioral Properties of the Artificial Absorption Edges
Figure III.3-1 illustrates the variation in shape and size of a
typical visible edge as T is varied. Figure III.3-2 shows the P£ depen-
dence. The qualitative behavior is essentially what one would expect.
In the visible, most of the lines arise from neutral or singly ionized
atoms, and so as ionization is enhanced by increasing T or decreasing
Pe, these edges diminish in magnitude. The red edges behave in a gener-
ally similar fashion. The UV edges tend to increase as ionization pro-
gresses because of the domination of ion lines. This edge behavior is
a summary of the line behavior. At 50000°K the net variation as P£ in-
creases is upward in magnitude at all wavelengths. At lower tempera-
tures , there is a crossover point where an increase in Pg produces a
density increase which just cancels an ionization decrease, leaving
the opacity unchanged. Alternatively, an increase in T produces a
greater Doppler broadening which offsets an ionization increase. This
crossover point usually falls between 1800 and 3000 A for the T-Pe
values employed here. The edges at different T (Pe constant) or differ-
ent P (T constant) tend not to intersect each other except at the
35
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crossover point and at the extremes of the spectrum. In Chapter V a
different application of the statistical behavior of the edges is
described.
4. Application of the Edge Spectrum
In Chapter I it was stated that the^process of calculating a model
stellar atmosphere includes integrating.certain variables over frequency.
When this is done, some sort of quadrature method must be used, because
the variables usually cannot be represented in analytically integrable
form. The atmosphere computer program which produced the models em-
ployed later in this investigation (see Appendix B) uses a Lobatto-Gauss
quadrature to perform frequency integrations (third order in the blan-
keted models). Once the heads of the real and artificial edges are
specified, the regions between are assigned four quadrature points. In
addition to the 75 edges of the metal opacity, three more infrared
hydrogen heads are included, resulting in 78 heads, and hence 312 quad-
rature points altogether.
At a given quadrature frequency, the edge opacity is a function of
T and Pe. The program deals with only one frequency at a time, and so
the twenty values of the edge opacity at all T-P grid points are read
into memory as needed. The program performs double linear interpola-
tions in T and log Pe for the log of the opacity at each depth. "The
blanKeting opacity thus obtained is added to the other opacities for
the same frequency.
CHAPTER IV
A BLANKETED MODEL OF SIRIUS
1. Fitting Parameters for Sirius
As an example of an application of the method of artificial edges,
a basic blanketed model of Sirius was calculated. The cosmic abundances
were employed, and it was not necessary to adjust any abundance in
fitting the model to the star. The following spectral features and
gravity were used to obtain the best-fit model:
a. the profile and equivalent width of HY
b. the absolute flux at 5550 A
c. the Balmer jump
d. the dynamically determined gravity
e. the slope of the Paschen continuum
f. the relative amount of flux escaping -in the Balmer continuum
and its general wavelength distribution.
2. The Profile and Equivalent Width of Hy
The Hy profile of Sirius has been extensively examined over the
years, with the result that it must be considered well-determined. The
values of residual intensity as a function of wavelength separation
from line center are taken from Peterson (1969). These are listed in
Table IV.7-1 with the corresponding values from the model. The Griem
theory of Stark broadening was used in calculating the blanketed models,
but the ESW profiles (Edmonds, Schluter, and Wells, 1967) are so similar
that the atmospheric structure is independent of which theory was used.
The Hy profile, however, is very sensitive to the detailed frequency
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dependence of the Hy opacity, and so both Griem and ESW profiles were
used in the fitting process.
The equivalent width employed here was measured from some unpub-
lished observations by R. C. Bless (1969, private communication). The
data were obtained with the Pine Bluff 36 inch telescope. Photometric
o
scans in both directions were taken with 10 A resolution. I measured
two forward and two backward scans, and took the residual intensity to
be unity at 43 A from line center. The equivalent widths predicted by
the models were calculated accordingly, although the models have re-
sidual intensities near 0.96 at AX = 43 A. ' This is entirely reasonable,
since noise and blended lines make it nearly impossible to follow Hy
with precision much farther in the observations. The result of my
o
measurement is 16.15 ± 0.15 A, which is in agreement with past deter-
minations .
Twenty-four models were calculated to cover a range in effective
temperature, T£f , and in gravity, expressed as Log g. All the fitting
parameters were evaluated for each model, and their behavior in the
Teff - Log g plane near (10000, 4) x*as established. Contours in this
plane were then located which enclosed the models that gave results
within the observational uncertainties. Figure IV.2-1 shows these con-
tours for the equivalent width and detailed profile of Hy. To fit the
profile, the standard deviation of the fit was required to be less than
the standard deviation of the uncertainty distribution of the observa-
tions, namely a = 0.015. The behavior of the equivalent width is .dis-
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3. The Absolute Flux at 5550 A
A number of observers have made absolute measurements of the flux
from A stars incident at the top of the earth's atmosphere. These re-
sults are reduced to a common basis, and are presented as a flux from a
star with V = 0 and B - V = 0. This work is reviewed by Latham (1970),
who also gives references for the various sources of data employed. The
result for the absolute flux at 5550 A is irF = (3.58 ±0.14) x 1Q~9
erg/sec/cm2/A. Applying this to Sirius, with V = -1.46, and using the
angular diameter of Sirius to convert to flux emergent from the stellar
surface, gives TrF = 6.25 x 107 erg/sec/cm2/A. The angular diameter is
also used in obtaining the gravity, and will be mentioned again in sec-
tion 5. The models show negligible gravity dependence in nFggi-Q, and
the 5% uncertainty places the model between 9550°K and 9935°K in T£ff
4. The Balmer Jump
The data of Schild, Peterson, and Oke (1971) were plotted, and the
Balmer Jump of Sirius was obtained graphically. The exact same procedure
was used to calculate the Balmer jumps in the models. The observed value
for Sirius is 0.516 ± 0.010, where the standard definition is used, i.e.,
BJ = log (F37oo+/'^3700"^' This quantity is the least regularly behaved
of the fitting parameters, lacking monotonicity in T ,.,. and log g in
the range of consideration here. The models predict a local maximum at
about (9600, 4.2), where the Balmer jump is 0.56.
5. Log g
The gravity of Sirius can be determined from the orbital parameters
of the Sirius A and B system. Latham (1970) gives results and refer-
ences for this work. The result is influenced by stellar atmosphere
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theory only in correcting the observed angular diameter for limb
darkening.
The gravity was actually the last parameter considered in the
fitting process. Separate fitting was done for Griem and ESW profiles
of HY, and except for Log g, both broadening theories had an area of
the 1 - Log g plane where all the fitting areas intersected. The
Griem area, however, lay significantly outside the gravity contour.
The orbital determination requires Log g to lie between 4.255 and
4.310. The best Griem model had Log g = 4.18. The determination of
Log g makes use of the angular diameter obtained by Hanbury Brown et al
(1967), which incorporates a limb darkening correction based on a linear
limb darkening law. Thus it was necessary to calculate the limb darken-
ing in the models to decide whether the linear law was applicable to
sufficient accuracy to warrant forsaking the Griem model. A discussion
of the limb darkening is given separately below. Here we need only men-
tion that the linear law is generally quite good for the models, i.e.,
it describes the non-linear limb darkening quite well. The limits on
the gravity were thus maintained, and the attempt to fit Sirius with
Griem Hy profiles ended in failure.
The angular diameter employed is (6.12 ± 0.10) * 10"3 arc seconds.
In order to salvage the Griem model, the limb darkening would have had
to be so severe as to produce a corrected angular diameter of
6.81 x 10"3 arc seconds. But in fact, this would not have saved any
models; such an angular diameter would have made agreement with the
irF555Q parameter impossible for all the models. Instead, it was neces-
sary to fit Sirius with ESW profiles alone for Hy.
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6. The Paschen Slope and Balmer Flux Distribution
The Paschen slope and Balmer flux fitting parameters are the least
useful in arriving at the best-fit model of Sirius. This is because
the Paschen slope is more sensitive to the selection of wavelengths em-
ployed in its definition than to T
 f,. and Log g, and the Balmer flux
distribution is not well-established by the observations. Yet both of
these parameters represent final constraints on the best-fit model.
Here we simply require the final model to satisfy these constraints
after the other fitting parameters are optimized. As luck would have
it, we shall see that this can be done, so that we escape without further
complications. In the absence of a universal definition of the Paschen
slope, I have used the expression
Sp = -K2f5 - ">7900>/<7900 - 4245>
where nu = -2.5 log F, . Applying this to the data reported by Latham
yields S = (5.63 ± 0.11) x 10"1* mag/A. The Paschen slopes of the models
were calculated with the same definition.
The spectral distribution of the Balmer flux is very sensitive to
the shape of the UV blanketing opacity, which is as significant as the
continuous opacities. The T-Pe dependence of the blanketing opacity
appears to be equally important. Unfortunately, the T-Pe-X dependence
cannot be deduced from the flux spectrum, since the problem is underde-
termined. This handicap could be alleviated if at some future time the
limb darkening could be measured in Sirius. Admittedly,.this would re-
quire a substantial advance in observational techniques. A complete
set of line data would suffice for calculating the theoretical T-Pe-X
distribution of the UV blanketing uniquely. In the meantime, we must
proceed by making reasonable estimates, while attempting to ascertain
the consequences of estimating wrongly. This last topic is deferred
until Chapter V. For now, we simply aim at obtaining the best-looking
total amount of flux in the Balmer continuum, which for Sirius appears
to be quite close to 30% of the total flux. Since we have been forced
to re-shape the UV edges in a fashion based on intuition and designed
not to overestimate the opacity, we must be careful in interpreting the
detailed shape of the UV emergent spectra of the models. Most of the
spuriously generated features appear to be removed effectively by com-
bining each three edge intervals into one larger band in the UV. This
minimal smoothing leaves the gross flux distribution in a condition
which can still be compared to the observations. The spectra of the
blanketed models which are to be given later (see Appendix A) employ
this form of representation.
Observations of the UV spectrum of Sirius are extremely difficult
to make because of all the usual technical problems which arise in this
part of the spectrum. To date the best results differ by up to 50% in
magnitude and spectral distribution. Nevertheless they indicate con-
vincingly that there is substantially less flux in the Balmer continuum
than in the Paschen. Attempts to fit Sirius with hydrogen line-blanketed
models have tended to require effective temperatures greater than
10000°K, in which case the Balmer continuum carries about half the total
flux (Latham, 1970; also corroborated by my own hydrogen line-blanketed
models). Furthermore the T(TO) distribution is always too high near the
surface to reproduce the hydrogen lines well. The inclusion of metal
line blanketing cures this affliction, because a large amount of flux
becomes redistributed from the Balmer continuum to the Paschen. This
boosts the flux at 5550 A, and lower effective temperatures can be used
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in the fitting. The lowered effective temperatures result in even less
Balmer flux, and the blanketed T(TO) distributions reproduce the hydro-
gen lines quite well. This is because the cores are formed at lower
temperatures, while the wings are formed at equally high temperatures.
The overall spectrum of Sirius to which the models are compared is
put together from the rocket data of Evans (1971) and Stecher (1970),
and the ground-based visible data of Schild, Peterson, and Oke (1971).
The best-fit model is determined independently of the UV flux, but is
judged on the basis of whether significant agreement or discrepancy
develops.
The data of Evans and Stecher are employed here because they are
the most recent, they are in fair agreement over much of the Balmer
continuum, and they tend to fall into the middle of the scatter of past
observations. The Wisconsin Experiment Package on the OAO-II satellite
also observed Sirius (Bless, Fairchild, and Code, 1971), and the data
it obtained agree well with those of Evans and Stecher between 2000 and
2800 A. Below 2000 A. the OAO-II data lie thirty to fifty percent above
Evans' data. The OAO-II instrument was designed primarily for observ-
ing stars much fainter than Sirius, but whether this is significant is
still part of a continuing investigation.
This observational discrepancy is of more concern to the observers
than to this stage of model fitting, however, because of the following
reason. As shown in Chapters V and VI, various approximations for the
UV blanketing opacity may drastically alter the shape of the emergent
flux in the Balmer continuum, while the atmospheric structure and spec-
tral features of the Paschen continuum may be negligibly changed. In
view of the uncertainties in both the UV observations and the blanketing
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opacity, we look for qualitative agreement only between theory and
measurement in the UV.
7. The Best-fit Model of Sirius
The contours of all the fitting parameters intersect in a small
area of the T _, - Log g plane if ESW profiles of Hy are used. This
area lies at 9610° ^  Tgff < 9725°K and 4.255 « Log g « 4.265. The
point whose fit I prefer for subjective reasons is (9700, 4.26), but
there is scarcely any latitude for preferences in any case. The quality
of the Hy fit is shown in Table IV.7-1, and the observed and synthesized
profiles are plotted in Figure IV.7-1. In order to judge the Hy fit, it
is necessary also to interpret the observed profile from the point of
view of the model. In other words, taking the model as gospel tempo-
' rarily, would the observed profile follow? At AX = 40 A the residual
intensity is 2.2% greater in the observed profile, which seems reason-
able by the same argument we used in discussing the equivalent width.
If the model were correct, however, then a re-normalization of the ob-
served profile to a 2.2% greater continuous flux should not destroy
the fit. This correction is made, and the results are also listed in
Table IV.7-1. In fact, the fit is improved. The significance of this
is not a proof that the model is 'correct', but only that the model is
not proved to be incorrect. Nevertheless it is encouraging, because
the standard deviations of the observed residual intensity are about
equal to the discrepancy in the fit. The synthesized profile is ac-
ceptable without the correction, however, and it seems clear that only



































































































































The equivalent width of Hy also appears to be reproduced optimally
by the model, where it has the value 16.06 A. The missing non-LTE core
is about all that is necessary to explain the difference between this
and the observed 16.15 ± 0.15 A.
As we had. hoped, the Paschen slope of the model agrees closely
with the observed value, with an insignificant discrepancy of 0.35%.
The flux ^ 5550 is also well-reproduced by the model, since 9700°K lies
almost at the middle of the fitting area for that parameter. The Balmer
jump is 0.499 in the model, which lies within the intersection of uncer-
tainties on the low side. It has the greatest discrepancy of all the
fitting parameters, being 3.4% off the central value of the observation.
In Chapter V it is shown that this is probably due to the UV blanketing
opacity being slightly underestimated. The model's gravity lies within
the uncertainty of the orbital determination on the low side. These
results are summarized in Table IV.7-2.
In Figure IV.7-2 the overall spectrum of the model is plotted along
with the observed data. The model spectrum has not been normalized to
the observations. The model flux is obtained by applying the angular
diameter of Sirius to convert from emergent flux at the stellar surface
to flux incident at the earth, ignoring the apparently remote possibility
of reddening. Below 3400 A the model is represented as if observed with
a 300 A filter. Above 3400 A a 100 A filter applies. The UV model
spectrum at 100 A resolution suffers too much from the effects of
spurious opacity windows, which were generated in the re-shaping when
enough lines existed in an interval so that a higher estimate was not
used, but the same lines did not represent the strongest lines that














































complete. This interpretation is compatible with the idea that the UV
edges are slightly underestimated, as is the slightly low Balmer jump.
Further discussion may be found in Chapter V .
The temperature range of the fit is determined by Hy, whose profile
and equivalent width are both unacceptable beyond the endpoints. To
the hot side the Balmer jump also drops too low. The gravity parameter
places the lower limit on Log g at 4.255, and the upper limit is also
set by Hy.
Figure IV.7-2 shows that a remarkable agreement exists between
theory and observation over the entire spectrum. The fit in the Balmer
continuum is very gratifying for several reasons. Firstly, the model
predictions lie well within the observational scatter everywhere except
near 1800 A, and there the discrepancy is equal to the Evans—OAO-II
discrepancy. Also the total amount of flux in the Balmer continuum is
in good apparent agreement. The model has 31% of its total flux in
this region, and Sirius has very nearly the same, depending upon which
sets of data one weights the most heavily. The total flux matches to
the same accuracy. Thus the Balmer-to-Paschen flux redistribution is
as close to being correct as can now be determined, and this effect is
the most easily identified of the metal blanketing influences. The
structure of the atmosphere appears to be quite realistic in spite of
the approximations that were made along the way. The blanketed struc-
ture does very well in the Paschen continuum also, strengthening the
claim of realism, which must be preceded by self-consistency. Between
H6 and the ionization limit, the data of Schild, Peterson, and Oke do
not show the large fluctuations produced by the Balmer lines. Instead
they followed the continuum between lines as far as possible. The
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model flux as plotted follows the smoothed fluctuating spectrum, and it
fits Bless's data very well. The actual amount of discrepancy is neg-
ligible. The models' Balmer jumps are corrected for this effect, which
is the source of the uncertainty quoted in the theoretical values.
Finally it must be recalled that the goal of this analysis in-
volved attempting to describe the blanketing opacity as correctly as
possible without overestimating it. In Chapter V it is argued that we
have come sufficiently close to this goal for present purposes, and
have indeed slightly underestimated the blanketing. Furthermore, com-
pared to Evans1 data, the additional blanketing required to achieve
agreement to unwarranted precision would be too small to produce sig-
nificant changes in the structure or the Paschen spectral features.
This point is discovered in calculating an over-blanketed model in the
next chapter. Detailed tables of the rest of the models' parameters
are given in Appendix A.
8. Blocking Factors
In the evolution of stellar atmosphere theory, continuum models
logically preceded line-blanketed models. Not so long ago the primary
concern in fundamental theory was the correct specification of the con-
tinuous opacities", after which came the problem of non-grey methods.
Stellar spectra were interpreted in terms of these continuum models,
and the flux blocked by lines was treated as a separate problem. It is
interesting at this time to compare a blanketed model to the same kind
of continuum models that have been used in the past. It is also of
interest to compare the flux of a continuum model to a corresponding
'continuous1 flux from the blanketed model. It must not be forgotten,
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however, that the 'continuous' flux of an atmosphere whose structure
incorporates line blanketing cannot be given a rigorous physical inter-
pretation. Instead we make the mathematical definition of this continu-
ous flux to be the transfer solution for zero blanketing opacity based
on the blanketed structure. Since the structure is coupled to the flux
through the constraint of radiative equilibrium, to neglect the blan-
keting in the transfer is to neglect this coupling. This inconsistency
is the reason why the 'continuous' flux must be treated as an academic
concept except at such wavelengths where the line opacity at all depths
may be considered negligible. The numerical approach, however, pre-
cludes mathematically perfect radiative equilibrium. At best, most
models retain some flux error at all depths, usually of the order of
one half of one percent. To this extent the coupling may be neglected,
since it is the limit on the model's physical meaning.
The concept of a blocking factor was designed to relate observed
spectra to theoretical continuum models. Blocking factors should not
be considered a representation of the interaction between line opacity
and continuous flux. They are simply the best way to make spectrum
corrections for an effect whose calculation is time-consuming. The
flux in the continuum model is generally very different from the flux
with which the line opacity interacts in a blanketed model. Furthermore,
the structure of the continuum model may be a poor representation of the
'correct' structure, even though a set of reasonable blocking factors
may be able to transform one spectrum into the other.
A set of blocking factors is presented below which relates the
blanketed flux of the Sirius model to the mathematically defined 'con-
tinuous' flux of the same model. This is the best estimate of the
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blocking factors that would apply to Sirius. But if one were forced to
work without blanketed models, as in the past, one would not have the
blanketed structure to work with. Therefore, another set of blocking
factors would be of interest, one which relates the blanketed flux to
the flux of a continuum model which might have been chosen as a theoreti-
cal basis for an analysis of Sirius. But a given investigator would
apply his own set of fitting parameters to select an appropriate con-
tinuum model, so no unique set of blocking factors can be derived here.
In order to make any comparison, we note that since the integrated flux
of the Sirius model corresponds to an effective temperature of 9700°K,
and since the present absolute measurements imply that this is .indeed
about right for Sirius, then a 9700° continuum model seems to be an ex-
cellent choice. Unfortunately this choice leads to blocking factors
over most of the spectrum which describe negative flux blockage. Actu-
ally this is perfectly all right, except that it clearly does not mimic
past blocking factor analyses. If only hydrogen lines are included
with the continuous opacities in the transfer solution, then the inte-
grated flux of the Sirius structure corresponds to 10390°. Without any
lines, the effective temperature is 11160°. Blocking factors based on
a 11160° continuum model come out generally close in the ultraviolet
to those based on the hypothetical zero-blanketing continuum of the
Sirius model. The utility of these blocking factors might be challenged
on the basis that there would have been no way to know that 11160° was
a good effective temperature. In fact, absolute flux measurements in
the Paschen continuum would indicate a substantially lower value. Since
there is really no need to resolve these issues, we include two sets of
blocking factors, one based on a 9700° continuum model and one based on
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an 11160° continuum model. The three sets are listed in Table IV. 8,
along with the midpoints and widths of the bands within which the fluxes
are calculated. We take the blocking factor to be the ratio of the
blanketed flux to the corresponding continuous flux, and use the follow-
ing notation:
Fw = blanketed flux from the Sirius model
D
F = 'continuous' flux from the Sirius model
o
F_, = continuous flux from the 9700° continuum model
L*X
F „ = continuous flux from the 11160° continuum model.\^ z.
9 . Limb Darkening
The monochromatic linear limb darkening coefficient was calculated
as in the paper by Klinglesmith and Sobieski (1970) , where the limb
darkening is fit with a non-linear law and transformed to an equivalent
linear representation. This results in a coefficient for the linear
law which can be compared to that used by Hanbury Brown et al (1967) in
obtaining the angular diameter of Sirius. The linear law is
Hanbury Brown used u,(4425 A.) = .6, and showed that variation from
zero to one produced a variation of only about 2% in the angular diam-
eter. The limb darkening coefficients here are slightly smaller, but
are in good agreement with those of Klinglesmith and Sobieski. They
are wavelength dependent because the depth variation of the total
opacity is wavelength dependent. The limb darkening depends mostly on
the distribution of the opacity over TQ. If the opacity is nearly con-
stant over depth, the limb darkening is small. As the opacity becomes
stronger only the surface can be seen at disk center and limb, and so
EAND
TABLE I V. 8
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the darkening coefficient goes to zero. When the opacity is strong at
depth but weak at the surface, the limb darkening is of intermediate
proportion, and it is at such wavelengths that most observational
studies are done. When the opacity is strong at the surface but weak
at depth, the darkening is maximized, and u, occasionally becomes
A
greater than unity, indicating that the linear law cannot describe the
limb darkening at that wavelength. This occurs only inside strong ab-
sorption lines. Table IV.9 lists the coefficients at all quadrature
wavelengths for the Sirius model. The values tend to vary in wavelength
with a period of four quadrature points. This results from the fact
that each artificial edge covers four points, each of which has succes-
sively greater opacity.
10. The Behavior of the Hy Equivalent Width in the T - Log g Plane
In the course of matching a model to an observed star, the behavior
of all fitting parameters in the T ,, - Log g plane must be investigated.
This behavior is deduced by generating a grid of models over a section
of the plane. Some parameters behave in a complicated fashion and are
difficult to describe with simple relations, such as the Balmer jump.
Others are trivial, such as ^ 5550- Some are multi-dimensional, such
as the detailed profile of Hy. One important parameter is the equiva-
lent width of Hy, whose theoretical calculation was discussed in sec-
tion 2 above. It is also well-behaved, and its relationship to T
 f,
and Log g can be described well by an empirical equation.
The lines of constant Hy equivalent width in the region of interest
here are graphed in Figure IV.10-1. These lines show the behavior pre-




It must be noted that the equivalent width given by this formula
corresponds to a measurement wherein Hy is followed out to A3 A from
line center. Far from (10000, 4) in the plane, this ceases to mimic
the observational process.
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BLANKETING EFFECTS AND THE SENSITIVITY OF THE METHOD TO THE ASSUMPTIONS
1. A Theoretical Test of the Artificial Edge Method
There are several potential sources of trouble in this analysis
which must now be investigated. We have argued the plausibility of
re-ordering the line opacity into the form of artificial edges. Below
a direct comparison of the transfer solutions for both forms of the
opacity is made. The problem of the re-shaping of the UV edges and of
uncertainties in the corresponding oscillator strengths is treated later
in the chapter. The influence of variations in the metal abundance is
also examined.
So far the justification for the edge approach to blanketing has
been confined to remarks about flux transfer through one layer, with
the assumption that the incident flux is continuous. The suggestion
has been made (Auer, 1971, private communication) that it is not ob-
vious that saturation effects can be neglected in the transformation
from the detailed line opacity to the edge. In arguing that the edge
will pass the correct total flux through any given layer, we have not
faced the problem of guaranteeing the correct transfer throughout the
atmosphere. The flux incident at any layer has a spectral shape which
is determined by transfer through other layers. This is true for both
the edge case and the detailed line case. The question now is whether
the modification of the flux spectrum by transfer through other layers
vitiates our previous argument which assumed incident continuous flux
only. This is not the only possible source of error. The opacity
re-ordering in effect exposes a. given line to a different incident flux
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even if this flux is continuous. The quadrature methods are also dif-
ferent in the two approaches. There is a possibility of table interpo-
lation error too, but these last three sources of potential discrepancy
can be kept small.
The artificial edges always have their maxima at the red end.
Clearly, this is not the case in the segment of the blend to which the
edge corresponds. An unknown error arises from the fact that different
lines generally dominate in different layers. These lines occur at
effectively random wavelengths, but the edge approach treats them as
though they were all at about the same wavelength within the band. Thus
these strong lines interact to some extent with each other, and spurious
saturation seems possible. We now address ourselves directly to the
flux, mean intensity, and flux derivative solutions from the transfer
equation, evaluated in both the detailed case and the edge case for a
given band.
The test was performed in three bands. No re-shaped edges could
be used. The first band extended from 2346 A to 2419 X, where the
blanketing opacity is-very important. Another covered the spectrum
from 7750 A to 7890 A, where the mixture of neutral and high ion lines
produces a variety of lines to dominate different depths. In this par-
ticular region, however, the blanketing is dominated by the continuous
opacity, and was too weak to be significant. The third band extended
from 3837.32 A to 3950 A, where the line opacity is strong and the con-
tinuous opacity is weak. This band provided a check on the results ob-
tained in the first band.
The detailed transfer problem was performed by modifying the
author's emergent line profile program to integrate the flux (H), the
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mean intensity (J) and the flux derivative (3H/8t) over the band at all
depths. Frequency positions were chosen as in generating the blended
line opacity spectrum. A trapezoidal integration over these points was
employed. Various orders of interpolation were used to obtain the edge
opacity from its T-P£ tables. The most reliable scheme employed linear
interpolations in T and Log P£ for the log of the opacity. The maximum
discrepancy in the flux between cases is 4%, and it is usually much less,
The mean intensity shows only half as much discrepancy. This is illus-
trated in Figure V.l-1, where the detailed solutions are taken as 'cor-
rect'. Subscripts 'd1 and 'e' denote the detailed and edge cases, res-
pectively. Figure V.l-1 shows the run over depth of (H^ - H )/H, and
(J, - J )/J . It must be noted that the test employed an atmospheric
structure which is flux constant for the edge opacity. If the atmos-
phere could be re-converged for the detailed opacity, the structure
would adjust very slightly, and the effects of small systematic opacity
discrepancies would disappear.
The flux derivatives had much greater discrepancies, however, but
for good reason: the actual value of 8H/8t is about equal to the dis-
crepancy in H, i.e., several percent of H. Thus the correlation between
cases, is lost for the flux derivative. The importance of the integrated
flux derivative is its use in temperature corrections, however, and its
value is. correct in each case. The blanketed models converge in normal
fashion, and so this last discrepancy causes no harm.
In order to obtain an estimate of the accuracy of the trapezoidal
integration, the detailed case was re-calculated at double resolution
in wavelength. The result was that more flux was passed in the middle








H, values closer at all depths by about 0.5%, indicating that the curves
of Figure V.l-1 are slightly pessimistic.
The complete discrepancy cannot be removed by going to sufficiently
high resolution, however, because another test established that the bulk
of the disagreement stems from the table interpolations for the edge
opacity. This was found by converting the detailed opacity in the band
to the form of an edge before solving the transfer equation. The inte-
gration was done with a Lobatto-Gauss quadrature, and so edges were
used without table interpolation or trapezoidal integration. About
80% of the previous discrepancy was removed, and so the edge method
itself appears to have introduced no significant error.
The same calculations were applied to the third band to reduce the
probability that peculiarities had prejudiced the analysis. All con-
clusions were the same as before. This indicates that each interval
suffers discrepancies of the same sign and approximate magnitude, which
is reasonable since each interval is treated the same in the interpola-
tion procedure. Thus the interpolation error produces a small grey-like
error, to which it is well-known that atmosphere models are relatively
insensitive. Therefore, we may expect the edges to duplicate the ef-
fects of the detailed blend quite closely.
2. Metal Abundances
Since the number of ways to vary the chemical composition is in-
finite, we must limit our considerations in some manner. This will
leave many cases uncovered, but we can argue that at least if one
species should have had N times its cosmic abundance, the error is less
than if all species should have had N times their cosmic abundances.
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Therefore, we shall consider only variations in the total metal abundance,
Z. Extreme cases may certainly be imagined wherein our conclusions may
not hold, but we can learn a great deal from simply scaling Z, and the
ease and importance of the calculation make it the obvious way to inves-
tigate the influence of composition.
Regarding the value of Z in Sirius, two remarks need to be made.
The literature concerning abundance analyses of Sirius is quite volumi-
nous, but recent studies (e.g., Latham, 1970) indicate that cosmic abun-
dances are not unreasonable. As we shall see in this section, no great
precision in Z is necessary for the task of'fitting Sirius, and it is
not clear that present theory can provide a value of Z for Sirius which
is precise beyond one significant digit.
Two model atmospheres were calculated identically except that one
had cosmic metal abundance, Z = 0.014, and the other had ten times
this value, Z = 0.14, where we use 'c' and 'm' to denote 'cosmic' and •
'metal-rich', respectively. The extra metals were inserted at the ex-
pense of hydrogen. Since helium is basically only a filler in this
T ' - Log g region, this should encourage discrepancies. Both models
had helium mass fractions of 0.36, T = 10000°K, Log g = 4, and were
fully blanketed. The following conclusions resulted from a comparison
of the two models:
a. the My profile of Sirius would have required a slightly higher
effective temperature if the metal-rich mix were used, about
9800°K;
b. the equivalent width of Hy was about 4% greater in the metal-rich
model;
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c. the Balmer jump was 6% greater in the cosmic model, which also
had 5% more hydrogen by number;
d. T(T0) was essentially unchanged near the surface, and at depth
T (TO) was several percent larger than T (TQ);
e. P , s (T) was generally about 15% greater than P , .(T);
f. an additional 4% of the total flux was shifted from the Balmer
to the Paschen continuum in the metal-rich model.
The 4% variation of the Hy equivalent width corresponds to about
±0.1 in Log g and ± 150°K in Tgff for Z = ZG. If we had used a slightly
smaller Z in fitting Sirius, we would have arrived at a gravity more
toward the quoted observational best value. Higher Z would have led
to some combination of higher T
 ff and lower gravity, assuming it would
have been possible to satisfy all fitting parameters simultaneously.
Nevertheless, the drastic increase in Z produced only marginal altera-
tions of the fitting contours, and the major differences between the
blanketed and unblanketed models remained fairly intact.
3. Magnitude and Temperature Dependence of the UV Blanketing
The temperature dependence of the UV blanketing opacity is diffi-
cult to estimate. This opacity arises primarily from ion lines, and
ion densities increase with depth in the model. One might expect,
therefore, that the UV blanketing opacity should increase with depth,
too. Broadening mechanisms also grow in importance with depth, however,
and the issue becomes clouded by questions involving the depression of
central absorption coefficients, obliteration of energy levels, and
line scattering. Furthermore, it is well-established that as ioniza-
tion increases, there is a blue-ward motion of the boundary between
the spectral region where line opacity is important and that where it
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is negligible. Here we refer to the region in which the continuum domi-
nates and the wavelengths to the red where there is no significant flux.
At the surface of the Sirius model, the line opacity red of Ha falls
into the region of negligibility. At some point as ionization progresses,
this region must move into the UV. Therefore, the safest guess for the
behavior of the UV blanketing opacity is that it increases with depth
for a distance, after which it drops off until it is negligible. The
edges used for Sirius had this general behavior, but the re-shaping pro-
cess casts doubt on whether too much depth dependence was borrowed
from the visible edges.
In order to estimate the importance of these effects, a different
blanketing opacity was generated. To the red of 2900 A it was identi-
cal to the regular blanketing, but to the blue its form was constructed
without the constraint that overestimation must be carefully avoided.
In fact the approach that was used was designed to estimate as closely
as possible the real blanketing opacity, but to err on the high side.
This was done by basing the entire opacity below 2900 A* on the statis-
tical behavior of the edges above 2900 A. At a given temperature and
electron pressure, the magnitude of the red ends of these edges can be
represented by a linear least squares fit with a standard deviation of
typically 10%. This linear approximation was calculated for all twenty
(T, Pg) points, and the red ends of the ultraviolet edges were obtained
by extrapolating the lines toward zero wavelength. Then the average
shape was calculated at all intervals between 2900 A and 6000 A, and the
average wavelength dependence of the edge shape was applied to the shape
at 2900 A to extrapolate the shapes of the ultraviolet edges for all
(T, Pe) values. The resulting ultraviolet edge spectra appear to be
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the best estimate obtainable from the linear approximations. These new
edges have a very smooth dependence on T, P , and A, without any of the
windows which appeared in the regular ultraviolet edges where approxi-
mation was necessary. The magnitudes of these edges were typically
several times the more conservative estimate used for Sirius, although
the available UV line data contained enough strong lines so that the
purely statistical edges fell slightly below the others at several
wavelengths. The statistical edges constitute a substantially greater
opacity than those used in the models, however. These edges are listed
in Appendix C.
As compared to increasing the blanketing by adding more metals to
the composition, this use of greater UV opacity does not alter the
ionization equilibrium at fixed T and P . Consequently, the model which
results can be viewed as the product of greater UV oscillator strengths,
with the increase being of the order of a factor of five, roughly (de-
pending on A). Current work on UV oscillator strengths suggests that
corrections should be applied for some lines which are of this order,
notably iron (see, e.g., Bell and Upson, 1971). Since I have effec-
tively applied this correction to all UV lines and minimized opacity
windows, I expect the statistical edges to produce over-blanketing.
T(TO) is plotted for the Sirius model, the statistical UV model,
and an unblanketed model in Figure V.3-1. The difference between the
two blanketed models is clearly insignificant compared to the differ-
ence between them and the unblanketed model. The same remark applies
to P (T), shown in Figure V.3-2. The structural parameters of the two
O
blanketed models are all within a few percent agreement. But the ques-



































blanketing opacity? If we assume that we are at least in the vicinity
of the ballpark, we can obtain evidence by examining the main features
which we associate with blanketing. Thus we are interested in the
spectral distribution of the Balmer flux, and the Balmer-to-Paschen
flux redistribution.
In Figure V.3-3 the spectra of the two blanketed models are plotted.
The most obvious feature of the graph is the similarity of the two
Paschen continua. In fact, most of the fitting parameters are still
acceptable for Sirius. The Balmer jump fits better than before, indi-
cating that more flux has been shifted from the Balmer to the Paschen
continuum. In fact, the statistical model has 1.6% less of its total
flux in the Balmer continuum, with a corresponding increase in the
Paschen continuum. This indicates stronger blanketing effects in the
statistical model, whose Balmer flux distribution also shows greater
blanketing effects. This flux is clearly being controlled by the blan-
keting opacity over a much greater range in wavelength than that of
the regular Sirius model. This flux distribution shows too much blan-
keting compared to the observed spectrjum of Sirius, and therefore, we
make the connection between the statistical blanketing and a signifi-
cantly overestimated blanketing opacity.
Of the well-observed Sirius spectral features, the Balmer jump is
the most sensitive to the UV blanketing. This is because the line
opacity just short of 3647 A, though large, is nevertheless dwarfed by
the hydrogen continuous opacity, and large variations of the line
opacity there have no effect. The red side of the Balmer discontinuity,
on the other hand, is controlled by the well-known local opacities and
the Balmer-to-Paschen flux redistribution. I interpret the fact that
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the Sirius model's Balmer jump is on the small side to be further evi-
dence that the UV blanketing in that model is slightly underestimated.
The two Balmer continua in Figure V.3-3 practically form an en-
velope for the most recent observational data. It is clear that some
intermediate blanketing opacity could essentially reproduce Evans' data,
which is the most appealing from a theoretical viewpoint. It is also
clear that if the regular UV blanketing opacity were made weaker, the
fit would degrade, and if the statistical edges were made stronger, that
fit would get worse in the other direction. Therefore, these two blan-
keting opacities are identified as extremes'which form a qualitative
bracket on the correct blanketing. With this interpretation, we must
conclude that the 'correct' structure for Sirius must be well repre-
sented by either model, since they are almost identical. The only sig-
nificant differences are the spectral features, primarily the Balmer
flux distribution and the slightly higher Paschen continuum.
From these arguments, it seems safe to conclude that possible
errors in the regular UV blanketing opacity have no significant struc-
tural repercussions. The opacity as applied in the model does quite
well in reproducing the observed spectrum if the overt effects of the
opacity windows in the UV are suppressed by going to lower resolution.
It appears that revisions of the UV oscillator strengths will not
seriously alter our results.
These conclusions and those of the previous sections indicate that
none of the potential sources of trouble have enough influence to cast
doubts on the quality of the final Sirius model. Until more demanding
observational data becomes available, greater precision of fit is un-
warranted. Slight optimization of the fit might be possible by using
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a smaller value for the metal abundance and slightly stronger UV
blanketing opacity, but these changes are not required for a self-con-
sistent fit at this time.
4. Some Effects of Blanketing
A very large number of comparisons can be made between blanketed
and unblanketed or partially blanketed -models. Figures V.3-1 and V.3-2
represent two such comparisons. Much has been said about the impact
of blanketing on the emergent spectrum, and more is contained in
Chapter VI. Here we re-examine T(TQ) and P (T) for a nearby point in
C?
the T
 ff - Log g plane. Five models were calculated with T ,f = 10000°K
and Log g = 4:
A pure hydrogen, H and H~ continuous opacity
A1 cosmic abundance, H, H~, He, He+, He", Rayleigh H scattering, elec-
tron scattering continuous opacities
B cosmic abundances, H line-blanketing, and above continuous opacities
C cosmic abundances, metal line-blanketing, above continuous opacities
D cosmic abundances, H and metal line-blanketing, and above continu-
ous opacities.
The A' model was virtually indistinguishable from the A model, and
so it was not of interest. The A model is the standard archetype, and
case D is one of the models used to fit Sirius. The temperature dis-
tributions of these four model atmospheres are displayed in Figure V.4-1.
All have fifty depth points and are flux constant to at least 0.5% over
at least 90% of these depths. The archetype is the coolest, and the two
partially blanketed models are very similar over most of the depths.
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temperature gradient, as would be expected. From T = 10"1* to the
boundary at TO = 10" the fully blanketed model is the coolest, although
there is no room to show it on the graph. It has a boundary temperature
of 7690°K, whereas the others are all within 15° of 7795°K.
The relationship between T and P is shown in Figure V.4-2. The
O
differences stem from the importance of radiation pressure and the struc-
tural coupling to the blanketing opacity, which produces different tem-
peratures, ionization equilibrium, and opacity. The differences between
the fully blanketed model and the archetype are quite similar to the
same differences between the blanketed models and continuum model shown
in Figures V.3-1 and V.3-2.
5. A Final Look at Blanketing
Because of the form of the equations which define the stellar at-
mosphere problem, the physical depth z is not a convenient parameter
with which to work. Currently two depth coordinate transformations
are in general use, namely
and
Jvn -
Nevertheless, the physical depth is an interesting parameter to
use in representing the final model because it can be visualized most
easily, and it does not depend on the selection of a standard wavelength,
The only problem is that of establishing a zero point, and this can be
done arbitrarily. Here we define z to be zero at TQ = 10"1*, where
\0 = 4040 A. The three models whose T(TO) distributions are plotted in




















































A comparison of the two graphs shows that the two representations are
quite different. Between 8 x 10?
 Cm and 17 x 10? cm, the blanketed
models are hotter than the unblanketed model. Below this depth, which
occurs near TQ = 1, the unblanketed model is actually the hottest.
Thus in the continuum we can 'see' deeper in the blanketed models. This
is because the continuous opacity above TO = 1 has been decreased by
the higher temperature and more rarefied plasma. For TO > 1 the tem-
perature is slightly lower in the blanketed models than in the unblan-
keted model at the same z, but in the T representation the temperature
\
appears to be higher in.the blanketed models because we see to hotter
depths.
Thus if we take a flux-constant continuum model, add blanketing,
and re-converge to flux constancy, a process takes place which we can
visualize in either of two ways. From the TO viewpoint, the atmosphere
can no longer get all of the required flux through the upper layers,
and therefore begins backwarming. This scarcely influences the surface
layers, but at depth the temperature rises about five or six thousand
degrees. This generates a much stronger continuous flux at all wave-
lengths, enough of which escapes at redder frequencies so that the cor-
rect total flux emerges. The steeper temperature gradient produces a
small amount of cooling at the boundary.
In the z-representation, the flux blockage occurs mostly in the
layers near 15 x 10 cm deep. The atmosphere responds by heating its
upper layers, which are absorbing too much flux. The heating tends to
reduce the obstacle to the flux, but also reduces the hydrogen continu-
ous opacity near the surface, allowing more of the deep flux to reach
the surface, especially to the red of the Balmer discontinuity. The
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increased surface opacity enhances the contribution of radiation pres-
sure to the total pressure, and the higher temperature adds to the
forces causing the gas to expand, becoming more rarefied. If we fix
our distance scale to TO = 100, we interpret the process as a slight
expansion of the atmosphere, with a heating of the upper layers and
little change in the lower layers. The emergent spectrum has changed
in that much of the flux which had been emerging in the Balmer continuum
now finds its way out of the atmosphere in the Paschen continuum, be-
cause the continuous opacity there has been diminished by the heating.
Except for a slight increase in slope, the primary effect on the
Paschen continuum is that it is generally raised several percent out-
side of the strong absorption lines which have now appeared. The
blocking in these lines does not, in itself, seriously affect the gross
shape of the flux distribution.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have applied conventional LIE line absorption theory to produce
blended line opacity spectra for a grid of (T, Pe) points. These have
been converted into artificial absorption edge spectra, and were in-
cluded as another opacity source in calculating a grid of model atmos-
pheres. In order to do this we have had to make a few assumptions based
on the statistical behavior of the visual data. These were used to make
up for the lack of sufficient line data in the ultraviolet. In the pro-
cess, some opacity windows were generated in the ultraviolet where the
danger of overestimation precluded using higher estimates.
Tests on the relationship of the detailed line transfer with the
edge transfer in the same bands have indicated that the major source of
error is the table interpolation for the blanketing opacity. This error
is small enough to neglect, although a larger set of (T, P ) grid points
would be preferable in the future. The artificial edge method itself
produced no measurable errors.
The grid of blanketed models was used to predict the variation of
certain spectral features in the T
 f, - Log g plane in the range
9250° « T « 10250° and 3.8 <J Log g <? 4.5. This range was chosen
because it offers the most hope of being free of several contaminating
problems such as non-LTE effects, molecular absorption, and convection.
Then Sirius was taken as a test case because it appeared to lie in this
range, has strong metal lines, is bright enough to offer good observing
possibilities, shows no noticeable magnetic, rotational, or reddening




The blanketed model of Sirius which best reproduces the observed
spectral features has an effective temperature of 9700°K and Log g = 4.26.
This model satisfactorily reproduces the observed Hy profile, the Paschen
slope, Balmer jump, absolute flux at 5550 A, the dynamically determined
gravity, and the flux distribution in the Balmer continuum. Only ESW
profiles for Hy produce this level of self-consistency; the gravity
cannot be fit if Griem profiles are used.
We have obtained measures of the influence of the errors of approxi-
mation, with the result that removal of all error would be expected to
alter the final results only marginally, especially when compared to the
large differences which separate continuum models from fully-blanketed
models. This applies to errors in re-shaping the UV edges, in abundances,
in oscillator strengths, and in table interpolations. Therefore it ap-
pears that Sirius should be quite well-represented by the model, which
is free of several problems which have plagued past attempts to fit
Sirius with unblanketed or partially-blanketed models. These problems
stem from being unable to resolve the following discrepancies simulta-
neously:
a. Hy too bright at line center;
b. too much flux in the Balmer continuum;
c. too little flux at 5550 A.
THe blanketed model boosts its flux at 5550 A at the expense of its
Balmer flux, removing 'b' and 'c1. Its temperature structure causes the
core of Hy to be formed at cooler temperatures while the wings are formed
at the same temperatures, eliminating 'a'.
There are two reasons why the core of Hy is formed at lower tem-
peratures if we fit Sirius with a blanketed model instead of a continuum
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model. The steeper gradient of T(fo) results in a slightly cooler boun-
dary temperature, but this effect is unimportant. The primary reason
is that when blanketing is included a substantially lower effective tem-
perature can be used. For instance, Latham (1970) used hydrogen-line
blanketed models to fit Sirius, and found that the best model, on the
basis of essentially the same fitting parameters used here, had
T __ = 10290°K and Log g = 4.3. I have calculated such a model, i.e.,
with hydrogen lines as the only blanketing opacity, and my results are
in close agreement with Latham's. But comparing my hydrogen line-blan-
keted (10290, 4.3) model with my fully-blanketed (9700, 4.26) model
shows that the 9700° model is 70° cooler at the boundary, 400° cooler
at TO = 10~3, and remains about 400° cooler down to TO = 100.
Figure IV.7-2 shows that an effective temperature of 9700°K pro-
duces about the correct total flux from Sirius, as well as can be judged.
Even though the Balmer flux may be uncertain by, say, 30%, the Balmer
flux constitutes only at most a third of the total flux, so that the
total flux is uncertain by about 10%. Taking 9700° as the best esti-
mate, the uncertainty would require the effective temperature to be
between about 9450°K and 9950°K. Thus only blanketed models can be
used for Sirius, because the others require much higher effective tem-
peratures- to reproduce the absolute flux at 5550 A.
It must be recognized that this analysis has been centered on the
most hospitable part of the T
 ff - Log g plane. The reason why the
blanketing could be so uncertain in the Balmer continuum without dire
consequences is that the hydrogen continuous opacity dominates the
Paschen continuum and stays even in the Balmer continuum. To the blue
of the Balmer discontinuity the continuous opacity dominates so strongly
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that even our overestimated version of the blanketing opacity could not
make a significant contribution. The atmospheric structure parameters
T(TO), P (T) , Pe(T), etc., depend almost completely on the shape of the
total opacity spectrum over the range containing the major part of the
flux as given by the Planck function. The degree to which the addition
of blanketing alters the structure is proportional to the amount of
re-shaping of the total opacity spectrum which-takes place. Normally
the radiation pressure dominates the total pressure only in the layers
which are extremely close to the boundary; as long as this is true, the
actual magnitude of the total opacity spectrum is unimportant. Scale
factors operating on the entire spectrum do not influence the emergent
spectrum or the structural parameters when they are treated as functions
of TO. Only changes in the shape of the opacity spectrum produce changes
in structure or spectra. Of course the structural parameters expressed
as functions of physical depth z depend on the absolute magnitude of
the opacity spectrum, but this does not change the fact that the emergent
spectrum depends on the distribution of the structural parameters in
TO. Also it is clear that if the opacity spectrum were scaled so high
that radiation pressure dominates the pressure balance over too much of
the atmosphere, the above statements would no longer be valid.
Just to the red of Lyman a the blanketing opacity dominates com-
pletely, independent of variations of an order of magnitude. If this
opacity is scaled slightly upwards, a little more flux is absorbed near
the surface, the upper layers heat up slightly, and a little more hydro-
gen is ionized. This causes the neutral hydrogen continuous opacity to
diminish slightly over the entire spectrum. In the Paschen continuum
this drop just scales the dominating hydrogen opacity down a bit,-but
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the detailed spectral features are not significantly altered. The flux
distribution scales slightly upwards with a small increase in slope
which is caused by the flux from deeper and hotter layers which can now
escape and which has a steeper slope in the Paschen region.
In the Balmer continuum, the blanketing increase causes changes of
greater complexity. The drop in neutral hydrogen density also scales
the continuous opacity down here, and this extends the range over which
the blanketing opacity dominates. This results in a redward redistribu-
tion of flux within the Balmer continuum, but the continuous opacity
near 3400 1 and on over to the Balmer discontinuity, though reduced,
still keeps the atmosphere effectively opaque. Thus the deep flux still
cannot reach the surface at these wavelengths, and the emergent flux
near 3400 A does not change. Even though a substantial amount of flux
shifting may take place in the Balmer continuum, only a small amount
manages to emerge in the Paschen continuum.
This combination of circumstances results from the relative be-
havior of the hydrogen continuous opacity and the blanketing opacity,
the fact that to the red of Lyman a even a relatively weak blanketing
opacity can dominate and cause severe flux blocking, and the presence of
the peak of the deep flux spectrum in the Balmer continuum. For some
other values.of T ,,, Log g, and chemical composition, a more thorough
knowledge of the ultraviolet blanketing opacity might well have been
crucial.
It appears in retrospect that several phases of the project could
have been accomplished somewhat differently. The primary areas where
immediate improvement is possible are the expansion of the (T, P ) grid
size and point density, application of the blend and edge computer
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programs to the latest body of line data, and preparation of blanketing
opacity spectra for different chemical compositions. Afterwards some
of the finer points can be applied to enlarge the range of applicability.
If further work meets with comparable success, then another revision
of the effective temperature scale can be performed, and abundance analy-
ses can be carried out on a firmer foundation. This, together with the
continued growth of the observational art, should constitute a signifi-
cant step toward expanding our understanding to encompass the stars.
APPENDIX A
THE MODELS
Final parameters for seventeen model atmospheres are presented.
The tables are limited by space requirements, and distributions over TO
are interpolated into a smaller set of standard points in depth. This
optical depth scale is derived from the continuous opacities at
X = 4040 JL The spectral parameters are presented with the lowered UV
resolution. All models are flux-constant to better than 0.5% over at
least 90% of the 50 depths, and the flux errors never reach 1%. All
used 312 frequency quadrature points. Each model covers four pages of
tables. The last thirteen are taken from the grid employed in fitting
Sirius. The first model is the final Sirius model. Next is the cor-
responding model which employed the statistical UV blanketing opacity
(see section 3, Chapter V). The following two models are the continuum
models used to calculate some of the blocking factors for section 8 of
Chapter V. In the order presented, the models are:
1. (9700, 4.26) Final Sirius Model
2. (9700, 4.26) Statistical UV Model
3. (9700, 4.26) Continuum Model
4. (11160, 4.26) Continuum Model
5. (10250, 4.2) Sirius Grid Model
6. (10000, 3.8) Sirius Grid Model
7. (10000, 4.0) Sirius Grid Model
8. (10000, 4.2) Sirius Grid Model
9. (10000, 4.4) Sirius Grid Model
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FINAL SIRIUS MODEL
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EMERGENT SPECTRUM (LAMBDA IN ANGSTROMS, FLUX IN ERG/CM**2/S/A)





































































































































































































EMERGENT SPECTRUM (LAMBDA IN ANGSTROMS. FLUX IN ERG/CM**2/S/A)













































































































































































































































8ALMER JUMP = .511
STATISTICAL UV MCOEL
LOG G = 4.26 PI F = 5.019D 11
PASCHEN ELOPE = S.729D-04 H A G / A
PERCENT OF THE FLUX IN THE'OIFFERENT HYDROGEN CONTINUA:
LYMAN
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EMERGENT SPECTRUM (LAMBDA IN ANGSTROMS. FLUX IN ERG/CM**2/S/A>





































































































































































































EMERGENT SPECTRUM (LAMBDA IN ANGSTROMS, FLUX IN ERG/CM**2/S/A)














































































































































































































































SALMEP JUMP = .£32
LOG C = 4.26 PI F = 5.019D 11
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BALMER JUMP = .473
11160 CONTINUUM MODEL
LOG G = 4.26 PI F = 8.794D 11
FASCHEN SLOPE = 5.7420-04 MAG/A
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EMERGENT SPECTRUM (LAMBDA IN ANGSTROMS, FLUX IN ERG/CM**2/S/A)












































































































































































































































BALMER JUMP = .465
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SIRIUS GRID MODEL
LOG G = 4.20 PI F = 6.258D 11
PASCHEN SLOPE = 5.772D-04 MAG/A
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SIRItS GRIO MODEL
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the spectral points where the transfer equation is solved are expressed
as wavelengths in Table C.3, but the quadrature weights are set up for
integrations over frequency. Each four wavelength points constitute
one interval, or edge. A Lobatto-Gauss quadrature method was used for
x
all frequency integrations. This automatically provides flux discon-
tinuity values at edge heads, and is accurate to 0.1% or better. Within
each interval the weights are symmetric, so the first and last weights
are equal and the second and third are equal.
4. Blanketing Opacities
Table C.4-1 presents the values of the artificial edge opacity at
each frequency point for all temperatures and electron pressures in the
grid. The table gives the log of the opacity, which is to be interpo-
lated in T and Log P . This interpolation scheme worked best in the
test described in Chapter V, section 1. Figures III.3-1 and III.3-2
show that a linear dependence on T and Log Pe is quite reasonable.
Table C.4-2 lists the corresponding values for the statistical UV
blanketing opacity which was used in Chapter V, section 3. From 2940 A
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LOG 3? THE BLANKETING OPACITY
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